Milestone B

Human Connectedness Through Social Design

Teacher’s lecture: Connected, but alone?

Deadline: Oct 8 at 23:59 the latest

Value: 18%

MONDAY

1. Short lecture by teacher – **Connected, but alone?**
   a. During the lecture, write down at least **ONE** point that you would like to pick up and (possibly) discuss with the class.

2. Discussion forum.

3. Monday at the Movies – Charlie Kauffman’s *Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind*.
   a. Are we merely the sum of our past experiences? Is ignorance bliss? Does a spotless mind bring us eternal sunshine?

4. **Milestone B** – Presentation and brainstorming of ideas.
   Start preparing your own lecture/reflection on human connectedness – in the same spirit as the teacher’s lecture on Sway. Take the bits that appealed to you the most, be it from *Connected, but Alone*, Kauffman’s movie, or both. You can do so by using the written form (to be included in your Sway and returned via Inna, approx. 1000 words) or find another medium (YouTube offers a great venue, here’s an example: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PZM6swxNUw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PZM6swxNUw), audio/video file will also do the trick. Alternative methods (all except the written form) should be suggested to your teacher before you start the work.

5. **SWAY.**

TUESDAY

1. Short student presentations/quote work (informal, 15 minutes of group work, 15 minutes discussion).
   a. G1: "Constantly talking isn’t necessarily communicating. "
b. **G2:** "What a loss to spend that much time with someone, only to find out that she's a stranger."

c. **G3:** "Sometimes I don't think people realize how lonely it is to be a kid. Like... you don't matter."

d. **G4:** "Blessed are the forgetful, for they get the better even of their blunders."

2. **Continuing milestone work.**

3. **SWAY.**

**THURSDAY**

1. **Art is Therapy?** A short lesson in expression, short text work, form and colour.

2. **Continuing milestone work.**

3. **SWAY.**

**Practicality**

**Grade components:**

- Short student presentations (and art work) – 15%
- Milestone assignment – 85%

**Material delivered in the Verkefni folder on Inna:**

- Your milestone assignment (to be returned individually).